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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

� Mainstream dynamics recently refers to DSGE 

varieties :

� RBC: exogenous real shocks + relative price 

transmission mechanisms

� NK: monetary shocks + price imperfections

� Recent economic events (big contraction) 

challenge such a view

� The Keynesian perspective and the notion of 

monetary economy of production traditionally 

offered an alternative way to explain economic 

fluctuations 

OBJECTIVES

� Taking the keynesian perspective grounded on 
fundamental uncertainty, in the present paper we
explore the role of capacity utilization

� Focus 1: definition of slack resources (inside 
keynesian tradition reductive view on unemployment, 
while we have to consider capacity utilization too)

� Focus 2: dynamic implications (different kinds of 
quantity adjustments: theoretical and policy challenge)

� Focus 3: macroeconomic characterization of 
capacity utilization (not a matter of degree at plant level, 
but number of plants working; in other words extensive
instead of intensive)
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METHODOLOGY

� Block-recursive log-linear model

� Simulation

� Check under two different set-ups:

� no learning (backward expectations)

� learning

THE MODEL
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THE PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATION

αααα (sensitivity of output to h) 0.45

δδδδ (propensity to consume) 0.30

γγγγ (impact of profits on investment) 0.8

ηηηη (impact of h on  investment) 0.3

µµµµ1 (sensitivity of q to h) 0.65

µµµµ2 (sensitivity of q to Y) 0.10

ξξξξ (impact of R on investment) 0.9248

ψψψψ (impact of inflation on R) 1.8

ρρρρ (sensitivity of G to Z; bifurcation par) 0.39

λλλλ (impact of y on labour demand) 0.3968

THE DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM
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RESULTS

� The dynamics is affected by ζ the value of the parameter which
measures the impact of interest rate on investment

� If ζ =0 (such as under liquidity trap) 

� increase in propensity to consume (δ), 

� increase in impact of profits on investment (γ)  

� increase in impact of capacity on investment (η) 

� Increase the maximum eigenvalue; however in this case λmax
less than 1, so the system is stable: only longer time for 
convergence

� If ζ >0 value in the table there are two forces at work, because
the previous forces are counter-balanced by the inflationary
process that in this case affect interest rate and hence investment
(here the three spending parameters act differently: 
consumption destabilizing, while investment stabilizing)

ROLE OF POLICIES AND

LEARNING

� Role of policies. The position on this debate 

depends both on the theoretical model adopted 

and on the technical assumptions made (see 

Woodford, 2010).

� Role of liquidity trap: needed in order to have 

fiscal multiplier bigger than 1 (see Christiano et 

al, 2009 and Farmer, 2009,b). This result has been 

indirectly confirmed by our analysis when the 

parameter ξ has been set equal to 0. 

� It is, however, also very important to stress the 

presence of unutilized capacity. The parameter ρ, 

tends to stabilize the system. And this is even 

more so the more the impact of unutilized 

resources is relevant (attn. employment!) 
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THE DYNAMICS UNDER LEARNING

CONCLUSIONS AND

PERSPECTIVES

� The presence of uncertainty, on the one hand, 

and the difficulty of adjusting capital, on the 

other, brings into the analysis the role of 

unutilized capacity. Contrary to the hypothesis 

made by DSGE models, this variable is not dealt 

with inside the firm, but it settled at a macro 

level

� Within this macro perspective, the dynamics of 

the business cycle is strongly influenced, directly 

or indirectly, by the presence of capacity 

utilization, while the same happens for policy 

measures that become more effective in relation 

to the presence of unutilized resources.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

PERSPECTIVES

� Consider the role of market structure in generating unutilized capacity. 

In particular, one should stress the presence of imperfect competition 

(see Aoki M. and H. Yoshikawa (2007). 

� Deepening the role of uncertainty in shaping aggregate demand (see for 

instance, Cynamon  and Fazzari ,2008 and Howitt  and Ozak,2009).

� Extend the analysis in order to consider the role of both debt and 

taxation when dealing with policy issues. 

� Extending the analysis to a medium-run context, capital adjustment is 

to be taken into account, while the concept of capacity utilization must 

be redefined. In this perspective, the relationship between utilized 

capacity and the varying nature of capital must be deepened (see 

Gilchrist and Williams, 2005).


